OUTDOOR ACCESS POINTS

EXTREME DURABILITY
Xirrus Outdoor Access Points are hardened for operation against all types of weather elements and grueling environmental conditions, plus they are sealed to protect against moisture and contaminants. Based on the same flexible and scalable design as our indoor products, Xirrus Outdoor APs ensure fast, reliable Wi-Fi service anywhere you deploy.

SCOPE OF USE
Even in remote outdoor locations, Xirrus Outdoor APs provide seamless Wi-Fi to service a range of applications, including guest/fan access, point-of-sale systems, video surveillance, industrial monitoring, Wi-Fi bridging, and more.

HIGH PERFORMANCE
Xirrus Outdoor APs deliver high performance Wi-Fi access with up to four radios for high device density scenarios and up to 1.3Gbps 802.11ac speeds to meet high capacity demands. TurboXpress provides the flexibility to set every radio to high performance 5GHz with the click of a mouse.

EASE OF MANAGEMENT
Xirrus Outdoor APs include a comprehensive set of tools to manage users, devices, applications, and traffic with complete visibility. The Xirrus Management System (XMS) operates from the cloud or on-premise from a single console.

AT A GLANCE
- Support for 802.11ac Gigabit Wi-Fi
- 2x the density of other outdoor solutions
- Flexible coverage options using external antennas
- Operates in extreme weather conditions
- No central controller – each AP operates autonomously
HIGH DENSITY MODULAR ACCESS POINTS

HARDCORED FOR EXTREME CONDITIONS
Designed with an IP67 rating, Xirrus Outdoor APs can withstand extreme temperatures, rain, humidity, and dust as well as harsh manufacturing environments, thereby ensuring the same reliable Wi-Fi service as indoors.

EASE OF IMPLEMENTATION
Xirrus Outdoor APs provide for flexible deployment options with a range of model types, mounting choices, and antennas. Zero-touch provisioning ensures fast turn up of new installations.

SIMPLIFIED ACCESS MANAGEMENT
Xirrus EasyPass Access Services, a free service integrated with Xirrus Management System-Cloud (XMS-Cloud), provides a highly secure, single dashboard solution to administer and manage wireless network access. EasyPass simplifies the process of connecting users with self-provisioned access for guests and easy onboarding of BYOD devices for employees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Series</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XH2-120</td>
<td>Hardened 2 radio 802.11ac AP with 1.7Gbps total Wi-Fi bandwidth</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LEARN MORE
For more information on Cambium Networks Xirrus including customer stories, product information, and a free trial, visit us at cambiumnetworks.com/xirrus.